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Aerohive K-12 Education Deployment Guide 
Part 4: High-density Radio Profiles 
  

 

This is the fourth part in a series of guides explaining how to plan, configure, install, and maintain Aerohive products 
within common K-12 education environments. The scope of the deployment encompasses a school district office 
and three types of schools—elementary schools, middle schools, and high schools—with particular emphasis on the 
high school, which is the pilot site for the other schools. This guide covers the configuration of high-density radio 
profiles to support the administration of large online tests at all the schools in the district. The office deployment for 
the school district headquarters will be covered in a separate series. 

The radio profiles described here are designed to support 250 students taking an online exam in a gym or cafeteria 
and were validated through onsite testing. The test results are included in "High-density Radio Profile Design 
Validation Tests" on p. 22.  

Other guides in this series cover planning, wireless and wired network access, and additional features that increase 
the control and visibility of applications and services flowing through the network. 

The settings in this guide are based on HiveManager Online Classic 6.6r1 and HiveOS 6.6r1 for all Aerohive devices. 
(HiveManager Classic 6.6r1 can manage devices running HiveOS 6.6r1 as well as those running earlier HiveOS 
versions.) 
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Introduction 
In this guide, you will learn how to configure radio profiles for APs in large, open high-density areas to 
accommodate 250 students taking online exams with iPads in a school basketball gym or cafeteria. The settings 
presented here were validated through onsite tests as explained in "High-density Radio Profile Design Validation 
Tests" on p. 22. The guide also includes an alternative way to provide wireless coverage for online testing and 
summarizes how to modify the default radio profiles for the APs throughout the rest of the school.  

Note: Students connect to the network using the 802.1X SSID described in Aerohive K-12 Education Deployment 
Guide, Part 2: Wireless Access. 

 

The configuration of the high-density radio profiles is done within the context of an example Aerohive deployment 
at a high school that serves as the pilot site for all the schools in its district. This is the fourth part in a series of guides 
that explains the typical steps involved in deploying an Aerohive network in a K-12 environment. The intention of 
using an extended example throughout the various parts in the series is to present a model from which you can 
adapt and apply the concepts, principles, and recommendations introduced through the example to the design 
of your own network.  

If you are reading this online, you can find the first three parts through the following links: 

Aerohive K-12 Education Deployment Guide, Part 1: Planning 

Aerohive K-12 Education Deployment Guide, Part 2: Wireless Access 

Aerohive K-12 Education Deployment Guide, Part 3: Ethernet Switching 

The next part in the series is available here: 

Aerohive K-12 Education Deployment Guide, Part 5: Bonjour Gateway 

Further parts in this series are currently in progress and will be available soon. 

http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-1-Planning.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-2-Wireless-Access.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-3-Ethernet-Switching.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-5-Bonjour-Gateway.pdf
http://www.aerohive.com/techdocs
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-2-Wireless-Access.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-2-Wireless-Access.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-1-Planning.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-2-Wireless-Access.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-3-Ethernet-Switching.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-3-Ethernet-Switching.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-5-Bonjour-Gateway.pdf
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High-Density Radio Settings 
Key Points: Create two radio profiles for APs in high-density areas. 

Two types of radio profiles are needed: high-density radio profiles for the AP230 access points in the gym and 
cafeteria and basic radio profiles for the AP130 and AP230 devices in the rest of the school. The high-density radio 
settings are described in this section. The channel settings for the APs in the two high-density areas are shown below. 

 

Although the APs automatically determine the 5 GHz radio channels and Tx (transmit) power settings through ACSP 
(Aerohive Channel Selection Protocol), you manually set the 2.4 GHz channels and power levels per device for 
stability and consistency. The static 2.4 GHz channel and power settings in the gym and cafeteria form two islands 
of fixed channels and power levels around which the surrounding APs automatically determine their channels and 
power levels, taking into account the static settings of their neighboring APs to avoid channel overlap. 

Note: The channel and Tx power settings are set at the device level for each AP. To configure them, click 
Configuration > Devices > Aerohive APs > ap_name. The channel and power settings are near the middle of the 
page. To disable a radio, expand the SSID Allocation section on the same page and then disable all the SSIDs for 
that radio. 

  

2.4 GHz channel: 6 

5 GHz channel: Auto 

2.4 GHz channel: 1 

5 GHz channel: Auto 

2.4 GHz channel: 11 

5 GHz channel: Auto 

2.4 GHz channel: 6 

5 GHz channel: Auto 

2.4 GHz channel: 1 

5 GHz channel: Auto 

2.4 GHz channel: 11 

5 GHz channel: Auto 

2.4 GHz channel: Disabled 

5 GHz channel: Auto 

High-density area #1: 

Gymnasium 

High-density area #2: 

Cafeteria 

 

http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-1-Planning.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-2-Wireless-Access.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-3-Ethernet-Switching.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-5-Bonjour-Gateway.pdf
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The following table summarizes the high-density optimizations for the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz radios: 

Channels Clients Tx Power Airtime Management 

Manually set the 2.4 GHz 
channels to ensure that 
there is sufficient channel 
separation. 

In the cafeteria, disable the 
2.4 GHz radio on one of the 
APs so that there are only 
three nonoverlapping 2.4 
GHz channels in the open 
space. (To disable a radio in 
access mode, disable all 
the SSIDs on that radio, 
which you can do on the 
AP device settings page in 
HiveManager Classic.) 

Let ACSP set the 5 GHz 
channels automatically. 

Balance band steering 
so that 75% of the 
clients are on the 5 GHz 
band and 25% are on 
the 2.4 GHz band. 

Instead of having all 
clients on the wider  
40-Mz channels in the 
5 GHz band, some are 
on the 2.4 band to 
make use of all 
available radios. Also 
using both radios 
ensures two APs can still 
manage 250 clients if 
one AP goes offline. 

Set the 2.4 GHz Tx 
power levels manually 
and let ACSP set the 
5 GHz Tx power levels 
automatically. The six 
radio cells fully overlap 
on six different 
channels to support 
load balancing. 

Use dynamic airtime 
scheduling to ensure equal 
access to the medium. 

Reduce rate adaptation to 
low legacy rates by denying 
802.11b clients. 

Use 40-MHz channels in the 
5 GHz band to increase 
client throughput speeds. 

If you need more access 
points in an area, use 20-
MHz channels and reduce 
the Tx power to make 
smaller cells for improved 
channel reuse. 

Fourth generation iPads 
(released Nov. 2, 2012) and 
later support channel 
bonding. See p. 26 of iOS 
Deployment Reference. 

Use load balancing 
based on station 
number to distribute 
clients evenly among 
APs. 

To improve the data rates of 
802.11n and 802.11ac clients, 
enable SGI (short guard 
interval). In contrast to the 
standard 800-nanosecond 
guard interval, a 400-ns SGI 
can improve data rates by 
10 - 11% while still providing a 
sufficient buffer between 
symbol transmissions. 

Reduce the amount of 
airtime used by 
management frames and 
reduce the cell size by 
setting the basic data rate to 
high and by suppressing 
responses to clients with a 
weak SNR (25 dB or lower) 
and to clients sending 
multiple probe requests 
within the same beacon 
interval. 

http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-1-Planning.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-2-Wireless-Access.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-3-Ethernet-Switching.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-5-Bonjour-Gateway.pdf
http://www.aerohive.com/techdocs
https://manuals.info.apple.com/MANUALS/1000/MA1685/en_US/ios_deployment_reference.pdf
https://manuals.info.apple.com/MANUALS/1000/MA1685/en_US/ios_deployment_reference.pdf
https://manuals.info.apple.com/MANUALS/1000/MA1685/en_US/ios_deployment_reference.pdf
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2.4 GHz Radio High-Density Settings 
Key Points: Follow the detailed instructions to create a high-density radio profile for 802.11g/n clients. 

Create a new radio profile with high-density settings for 802.11g/n (2.4 GHz) clients. 

 
The radio profile consists of multiple sections. The settings for each section will be explained below. 

 
Background scanning is a continuous background process to discover and collect AP neighbor information. It is 
required for the following features: 
• ACSP (Aerohive Channel Selection Protocol) 
• AMRP (Aerohive Mobility Routing Protocol) 
• WIPS (uses a different type of scan but background scanning is also involved) 
• Layer 3 roaming (to detect hive members within radio range) 
• Presence Analytics (Euclid and HivePass) 
• Location services 
• Mesh failover 

None of these are needed for the APs in the high-density areas, so background scanning can be disabled to free 
up airtime. 

To increase available airtime for client data 
in the high-density environments, disable 
background scanning on the 2.4 GHz radio. 

Clear Channel Auto Selection 
and set the 2.4 GHz channels 
manually per AP device. 

http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-1-Planning.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-2-Wireless-Access.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-3-Ethernet-Switching.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-5-Bonjour-Gateway.pdf
http://www.aerohive.com/techdocs
http://www.aerohive.com/330000/docs/help/english/6.6r1/hm/full/Content/config/rad/radioProfGen.htm
http://www.aerohive.com/330000/docs/help/english/6.6r1/hm/full/Content/config/rad/radioProfGen.htm
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No changes are needed in WMM QoS and Antenna/Transmit and Receive Chain Settings sections. Although the 
Interference section does not relate directly to high-density, it is good enable it for monitoring purposes. 

Enable AMPDU aggregation to combine data 
frames into fewer, larger frames for 
transmission to increase performance. 

Select Enable Short Guard Interval to 
improve data rates for 802.11n clients. 

Enable the VHT option (also known as TurboQAM). 
For 20-MHz-wide channels with the short guard 
interval enabled, it can increase client data 
rates up to approximately 96 Mbps for a single 
spatial stream and 192 Mbps for two streams. 

Enable frame burst so that APs can transmit a series of frames 
without waiting for the DIFS from the destination between each 
frame. This reduces overhead and increases throughput. 

http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-1-Planning.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-2-Wireless-Access.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-3-Ethernet-Switching.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-5-Bonjour-Gateway.pdf
http://www.aerohive.com/techdocs
http://www.aerohive.com/330000/docs/help/english/6.6r1/hm/full/Content/config/rad/radioProfGen.htm
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Use the station-number option for load balancing clients in large online test environments like those in this example 
deployment. Load balancing occurs during the association process and test-takers basically associate around the 
same time (upon entering) and use wireless the same way, so balancing the client load by station number is 
effective in such situations. Use airtime-based load balancing in places where clients associate at various times and 
use the network for various tasks. Environments such as cafes and libraries are suitable for airtime-based load 
balancing. However, avoid using load balancing in places where clients might be forced to connect to less optimal 
APs such as places where the signal from several APs reaches clients in various rooms. 

 

Enable interference reporting, 
which provides useful 
information about channel CRC 
errors and interference in 
charts on the Monitor > 
Devices > Access Points > 
Aerohive APs > ap_name page. 

By default, this is disabled to 
conserve CPU resources on 
earlier AP models. It is safe to 
enable it on the AP230.   

Because both wireless interfaces on the APs are in access 
mode, disable backhaul failover, which requires one of the 
interfaces to be in either backhaul or dual mode. 

http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-1-Planning.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-2-Wireless-Access.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-3-Ethernet-Switching.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-5-Bonjour-Gateway.pdf
http://www.aerohive.com/techdocs
http://www.aerohive.com/330000/docs/help/english/6.6r1/hm/full/Content/config/rad/radioProfGen.htm
http://www.aerohive.com/330000/docs/help/english/6.6r1/hm/full/Content/config/rad/radioProfGen.htm
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Note: Probe and beacon response suppression techniques will cause SSIDs to appear and disappear continuously 
in Wi-Fi analysis tools. 

In the next section about the high-density radio profile for 802.11a/n/ac clients, you will see that 40-MHz channels 
are used in the 5 GHz band. It might seem better to steer all the students to the 5 GHz band so they would 
experience better throughput on wider channels. With three APs in the gym, each with two radios—one 2.4 GHz 
radio and one 5 GHz radio—and each radio supporting a maximum of 100 clients, the three 5 GHz radios alone 
would provide enough capacity for the 250 students taking an online test. However, if one AP went offline during a 
test, then the resulting 200-client capacity would not be enough. Therefore, you use both radios on each AP and 
configure them to steer 25% of the students to the 20-MHz channels in the 2.4 GHz band and the remaining 75% to 
the 40-MHz channels in the 5 GHz band. 

Enable band steering and balance the band use 
with a 75%/25% ratio of 5 GHz/2.4 GHz clients. 

Enable load balancing based on station number. (Only 
use load balancing in open areas like those here.) 

Conserve airtime by responding only 
to probe requests from clients with 
a better SNR than 25 dB. 

Disable the safety net option so that APs will continue to 
disregard probe requests from clients with a weak SNR. 

http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-1-Planning.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-2-Wireless-Access.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-3-Ethernet-Switching.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-5-Bonjour-Gateway.pdf
http://www.aerohive.com/techdocs
http://www.aerohive.com/330000/docs/help/english/6.6r1/hm/full/Content/config/rad/radioProfGen.htm
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Further reduce airtime used by management frames by suppressing responses 
to clients sending multiple probe requests within the same beacon interval. 

Reduce the airtime used by management frames by setting the basic data rate 
to high. APs then send management frames at the highest basic data rate set 
for an SSID instead of at the lowest. (Only enable this in open areas such as 
the gym and cafeteria in this example. Because increasing the data rate for 
management frames effectively reduces cell size, it can cause connectivity 
issues if used across partitioned areas such as classrooms and offices.) 

 

Reduce adaptation to low legacy 
rates by denying 802.11b clients. 

In cases where you know that all clients support 
802.11n, you can also deny 802.11a/b/g clients. 

http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-1-Planning.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-2-Wireless-Access.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-3-Ethernet-Switching.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-5-Bonjour-Gateway.pdf
http://www.aerohive.com/techdocs
http://www.aerohive.com/330000/docs/help/english/6.6r1/hm/full/Content/config/rad/radioProfGen.htm
http://www.aerohive.com/330000/docs/help/english/6.6r1/hm/full/Content/config/rad/radioProfGen.htm
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Because you will not use the features in the last two sections of the radio profile—Presence Server Settings and 
Sensor Mode Scan Settings—save the radio profile, which you will assign to the APs in the gym and cafeteria later 
when rolling out your deployment. This concludes the configuration of the high-density radio profile for the 2.4 GHz 
radio. 

Select High-density, Performance-oriented Network to define the 
type the RF environment and types of successful data rates against 
which clients are determined to have healthy wireless connectivity. 

The APs will use dynamic airtime scheduling to meet the SLA (service 
level assurance) settings here and in the Students-iPad user profile. 

Enable dynamic airtime scheduling in the Additional Settings > QoS 
Settings section in the network policy. 

Because background scanning is disabled on the 2.4 GHz radio to 
conserve airtime in the high-density areas, the AP cannot scan for 
rogue APs and clients; therefore, disable it here. 

(Note: Although WIPS is not configured in the network policy 
described in this guide, it will be described in a later guide in 
this series.) 

http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-1-Planning.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-2-Wireless-Access.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-3-Ethernet-Switching.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-5-Bonjour-Gateway.pdf
http://www.aerohive.com/techdocs
http://www.aerohive.com/330000/docs/help/english/6.6r1/hm/full/Content/config/rad/radioProfGen.htm
http://www.aerohive.com/330000/docs/help/english/6.6r1/hm/full/Content/config/rad/radioProfGen.htm
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5 GHz Radio High-Density Settings 
Key Points: Create a high-density radio profile for 802.11a/n/ac clients. 

All the high-density settings for the 5 GHz radio are shown below but because many of them are already explained 
in the previous section, only those that are new for the 5 GHz radio profile are called out here. 

 

 

Because APs use ACSP to set their 5 GHz channels automatically, 
enable background scanning, which is an important component of 
the automatic channel and power selection process. 

To increase client throughput speeds, set 
the channel width at 40 MHz. 
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No changes are needed in WMM QoS and Antenna/Transmit and Receive Chain Settings sections. 
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Band steering is set in the radio profile for the 2.4 GHz radio. 
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Because 802.11b clients operate in the 2.4 GHz band, it is 
unnecessary to deny them in a radio profile for the 5 GHz band. 
However, if you know that all the clients using 5 GHz support 
either the 802.11n or 802.11ac standards, then you might consider 
denying 802.11a/b/g clients in this radio profile, a setting which 
here only applies to the 802.11a clients. 
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You will not use the features in the last two sections of the radio profile—Presence Server Settings and Sensor Mode 
Scan Settings. Save the radio profile so that you can assign it to the APs in the gym and cafeteria later when rolling 
out your deployment. This concludes the configuration of the high-density radio profile for the 5 GHz radio. The 
remaining steps for the high-density configuration involve enabling dynamic airtime scheduling in the network 
policy, applying the high-density radio profiles, and manually setting the 2.4 GHz radio channels and Tx power levels. 

Unlike the 2.4 GHz radios, which use static channel settings and do 
not perform background scanning in the two high-density areas, 
the 5 GHz radios use ACSP to set channels automatically. Therefore, 
because background scanning is enabled in the 5 GHz radio profile 
to support ACSP, you do not need to disable WIPS, which also relies 
on background scanning to detect rogue APs and clients. 

(Note: Although WIPS is not configured in the network policy 
described in this guide, it will be described in a later guide in 
this series.) 
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Dynamic Airtime Scheduling 
Key Points: Modify the network policy to enable dynamic airtime scheduling. 

To support the SLA (service level assurance) in the high-density radio profiles, dynamic airtime scheduling must be 
enabled in the network policy. Dynamic airtime scheduling is a technique for fairly allocating airtime to clients 
based on their capabilities and needs and is an effective way to improve client throughput in high-density 
environments when there is contention for airtime. 

Dynamic airtime scheduling is also particularly effective when there is a mix of client types with different capabilities 
because it provides clients with equal amounts of airtime rather than equal amounts of bandwidth. This means that 
faster clients can send and receive more data in the same amount of time than slower clients can. Meanwhile 
slower clients use the same amount of airtime to complete their transmissions as they would if scheduling was 
bandwidth based. In short, dynamic airtime scheduling rewards faster clients without penalizing slower ones. 

To enable dynamic airtime scheduling: 

1. Click Edit next to Additional Settings in the network policy to open the Additional Settings panel. 
2. Expand QoS Settings, select Dynamic Airtime Scheduling, and then click Save to close the Additional Settings 

panel and add dynamic airtime scheduling (and client OS detection method change) to the network policy. 

 
3. Click Save in the upper right corner of the network policy panel to preserve all the network policy settings. 

This concludes the configuration of the 2.4 GHz (802.11g/n) and 5 GHz (802.11a/n/ac) high-density radio profiles. 
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Device-Specific Settings 
Key Points: Apply the high-density radio profiles and manually set the 2.4 GHz radio channel and power for each AP 
in the two high-density areas of the school. 

When you know which seven APs are in the gym and cafeteria, you must manually modify their radio settings. You 
might predetermine which devices will go in these places and preconfigure them before they are installed or install 
them first along with all the other APs and then modify their radio settings afterward. With whichever approach you 
take, navigate to the Configuration > Devices > Aerohive APs > ap_name page, apply the high-density radio 
profiles, and set the 2.4 GHz channels and Tx power levels. For example: 

 
The APs use ACSP to determine the 5 GHz channels and the Tx power levels automatically, which is the default 
behavior. 

Note: More device-specific settings will be explained in a later guide in this series that describes device rollout 
strategies. 
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Alternative Approach: Temporary WLAN Extension 

An alternative approach to the preceding high-density design is to create a temporary WLAN extension when 
needed. In this case, the school district has several additional APs that can be sent to different schools and quickly 
set up to provide wireless coverage for temporary spikes in capacity for special events. These APs can either join 
the network by meshing with nearby APs or be cabled to a switch that links them in to the network. 

All the APs in the school are configured with the same basic radio profiles, including those in the gym and cafeteria. 
The APs in the gym provide casual coverage for people watching games while those in the cafeteria allow students 
to go online during lunch and at other times of the day. When the time comes for students to take an online exam, 
tables and chairs are set up and the extra APs are mounted beneath them and cabled to the network through a 
switch that also powers the APs by PoE. The radios on the permanently mounted APs in these areas are disabled 
while the test is in progress and then re-enabled afterward. Because the temporary APs are near each group of 
users, the Tx power can be lowered to create smaller coverage cells. 

 

This approach has applications beyond online testing. It can be used for other events such as school fund-raisers, 
banquet dinners, science fairs, outdoor festivals, and so on. 
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Basic Radio Settings 
The focus of this guide is on the high-density radio profile settings, which were described in depth and validated 
through testing. However, to complete the radio profile configuration for the deployment, the radio profiles for the 
non-high-density areas—that is, the rest of the school—will be briefly covered in this section.  

To configure a 2.4 GHz radio profile for the AP130 and AP230 devices: 

1. In HiveManager Classic, click Configuration > Radio Profiles, select the check box for the default radio profile 
named radio_ng0, and then click Clone. 

2. Enter a unique name in the Profile Name field, change the description to something useful for future reference, 
enter the following settings, leave the other settings as they are, and then click Save: 

Radio Settings 

Enable Short Guard Interval: (select) 

Interference 

Enable Interference Reporting: (select) 

Optimizing Management Traffic Settings 

Weak SNR (Signal-to-Noise Ratio) Probe Response Suppression 

Selectively respond to probe requests if the SNR is stronger than the weak SNR threshold: (select) 

To configure a 5 GHz radio profile for the AP130 and AP230 devices: 

1. Click Configuration > Radio Profiles, select the check box for the default radio profile named radio_ac0, and 
then click Clone. 

2. Enter a unique name in the Profile Name field, make the same changes as those for the 2.4 GHz radio profile 
plus the following change to the channel width, leave the other settings as they are, and then click Save: 

Channel and Power 

Channel Width: 20 MHz 
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High-density Radio Profile Design Validation Tests 
On July 24, 2015 a team from Aerohive, the IT staff from the Healdsburg School District, and 25 student volunteers 
tested the high-density radio settings described in this guide at the Healdsburg Junior High School. The test results 
verify that these settings provide great benefits.  

 

Testing in progress at Healdsburg Junior High School 
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During the school year, the hall shown above functions as the school cafeteria. When we did our testing, some 
school equipment and furniture were being stored there, as you can see by the stacks of boxes around the 
periphery of the testing area. 

 

Tables were distributed throughout the gym to reflect the distribution of students when taking an online exam. 
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Tests Performed 
Four tests were performed using approximately 250 iPads. Over 20 of the iPads were running IxChariot while the 
remaining iPads provided client interference. The 25 volunteers managed about 10 iPads each. The tests involved 
simulating a mock online exam and watching a 10-minute YouTube video with an increasing number of clients. Two 
tests were conducted in a hall used as the school cafeteria and the other two tests were held in the basketball gym. 

Test 1: Default radio profiles in the cafeteria 

25 volunteers took a mock online exam while connected to four APs using default radio profiles on four 5 GHz 
radios and three 2.4 GHz radios (one 2.4 GHz radio was disabled). The APs were ceiling-mounted in the 
cafeteria at 19 feet as described in this series of deployment guides. At one point, an AP was taken offline for 
several minutes to simulate a failure to see how the remaining APs could handle the increased client load. 

Test 2: High-density radio profiles in the cafeteria 

Test 1 was repeated with the APs now using the high-density radio profiles described in this guide except that 
dynamic airtime scheduling was not enabled yet. 

Test 3: High-density radio profiles in the gym with dynamic airtime scheduling enabled 

This was the same as test #2 but with dynamic airtime scheduling enabled. Three APs were wall-mounted at 15 
feet with all 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz radios enabled as described in this series of deployment guides. 

Test 4: Capacity stress test with YouTube in the gym 

The test started with 90 iPads playing a long YouTube video. This was increased to 120 iPads, then to 150, and 
then to 180. Three AP230s were wall-mounted at 15 feet with all six radios functioning. The radios used high-
density radio profiles with dynamic airtime scheduling enabled. 

Throughput 
Looking at average throughput numbers gathered from iPads running IxChariot, you can see improvements when 
the high-density settings are enabled. 

• Average throughput per client with all APs online: 
• Default settings (Test 1 with 19 clients): 3.89 Mbps average 
• High-density settings (Test 2 with 19 clients): 9.08 Mbps average 

• Average throughput per client with one AP offline (failure simulation): 
• Default settings (Test 1 with 14 clients):5.77 Mbps average 
• High-density settings (Test 2 with 21 clients): 9.20 Mbps  
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Load Balancing and Band Steering 
The band steering and load balancing numbers are also indicative of improved performance and client behavior. 
With load balancing and band steering enabled in the high-density radio profiles, the number of clients per AP is 
balanced according to client count with a 75% 5 GHz ratio configured. 

Default Settings (Test 1) – Client Load and Channel Distribution (no load balancing or band steering)  

 AP1 AP2 AP3 AP4 Total Client Count 

5 GHz clients 100 19 41 76 236 

2.4 GHz clients -- 1 2 1 4 

Total clients 100 20 43 77 240 

 

High-density Settings (Test 2) – Client load and channel distribution (load balancing and band steering enabled) 

 AP1 AP2 AP3 AP4 Total Client Count 

5 GHz clients 67 45 49 40 201 

2.4 GHz clients -- 14 16 13 43 

Total clients 67 59 65 53 244 

Note: Some iPad issues were fixed during Test 1 resulting in four additional clients in Test 2. 
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CRC Error Rates, and Client and AP Retry Rates 
Looking at CRC error rates and client and AP retry rates reveals smaller improvements, largely because the default 
settings did a good job already. Though small, these are improvements that point to the high-density settings 
creating a better wireless environment for client devices.  

Default Settings (Test 1) – CRC Error Rates and Retry Rates by Percentage (%) 

5 GHz Radio  2.4 GHz Radio 

 AP1 AP2 AP3 AP4   AP1 AP2 AP3 AP4 

CRC error rates 8 2 1 5  CRC error rates -- 11 17 14 

Client retry rates 6 1 1 10  Client retry rates -- 1 1 7 

AP retry rates 1 1 1 0  AP retry rates -- 3 4 5 

High-density Settings (Test 2) – CRC Error Rates and Retry Rates by Percentage (%) 

5 GHz Radio  2.4 GHz Radio 

 AP1 AP2 AP3 AP4   AP1 AP2 AP3 AP4 

CRC error rates 2 1 1 2  CRC error rates -- 4 5 13 

Client retry rates 0 1 0 0  Client retry rates -- 1 1 3 

AP retry rates 0 0 0 0  AP retry rates -- 1 0 1 

Dynamic Airtime Scheduling and Capacity Stress Test 
In Test 3, the student volunteers simulated taking the online test with 243 iPads in the gym. They connected to three 
APs using high-density radio profiles with dynamic airtime scheduling enabled. The average throughput per client 
was 5.89 Mbps. This data was collected from 10 IxChariot clients and showed that the APs were able to outperform 
the default settings with only three APs. 

During Test 3, the 243 clients were also perfectly load balanced among the three APs. 
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In Test 4, an increasing number of clients viewed a standard 240p YouTube video while connected to one of three 
AP230 access points in the gym. Each AP had high-density radio profiles on their 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz radios, and 
dynamic airtime scheduling was enabled. 

 

Some of the iPads playing the YouTube video during Test 4 

At first, 90 iPads played the video without any reported errors. That was increased to 120 iPads and then to 150, still 
without any reported errors when loading the page or watching the video. When the number of clients reached 
180, two or three people reported that they had to reload the page or restart the video to get it to play.  

The test showed that three AP230 access points could support 150 clients simultaneously viewing an online video 
without encountering issues. The video resolution was standard-definition 240p, but the average throughput was 
observed to be 5.89 Mbps on 13 IxChariot clients while 150 clients were viewing the video. 

Conclusion 
Looking at these results, the tests prove the advantage of enabling the high-density settings as described in this 
guide. You can look at the throughput, band steering, load balancing, CRC error rates, and client and AP retry 
rates and see that the results improve in each instance when the high-density settings are enabled.  

http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-1-Planning.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-2-Wireless-Access.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-3-Ethernet-Switching.pdf
http://docs.aerohive.com/330000/docs/guides/Aerohive_Ed-K-12-DeployGuide-5-Bonjour-Gateway.pdf
http://www.aerohive.com/techdocs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8_Y-nRPhCv4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8_Y-nRPhCv4
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